W&M INTERNAL PROGRAMS:

COLL Innovation Grants for Faculty: Open Proposals, deadline: rolling; [http://www.wm.edu/as/center-liberal-arts/coll-innovation-grants/index.php](http://www.wm.edu/as/center-liberal-arts/coll-innovation-grants/index.php)

The Center For Liberal Arts supports faculty in bringing their most creative and innovative teaching to their COLL courses. Oftentimes faculty need financial support to fully realize the aspirational goals of the COLL curriculum. The CLA has funding available to support faculty as they design and implement courses that bring the best of the liberal arts to our students. We prioritize requests that have concrete connections to current COLL courses, particularly the COLL 350 and Campus COLL 300.

HUMANITIES:


*Capital Projects; Digital Infrastructure.
*One application per deadline is allowable. If you are interested in applying, please contact wosp@wm.edu – an internal competition may be required.


Berlin Prize, American Academy in Berlin, deadline: 9/27/21; [https://www.americanacademy.de/apply/apply-for-a-fellowship/](https://www.americanacademy.de/apply/apply-for-a-fellowship/).


Nonfiction Residencies, Carey Institute for Global Good, deadline, Fall 2021 Virtual Residency: July 31; [https://logannonfiction.org/](https://logannonfiction.org/).

Humanities Collection, NEH, deadline: 9/14/21; [https://www.neh.gov/grants/education/humanities-connections](https://www.neh.gov/grants/education/humanities-connections).

The Hodder Fellowship, Lewis Center for the Arts, Princeton University, deadline: 9/14/21; [https://arts.princeton.edu/fellowships/hodder-fellowship/](https://arts.princeton.edu/fellowships/hodder-fellowship/).

**SOCIAL SCIENCES:**


EHR Core Research (ECR:Core), NSF, deadline: 10/7/21; [https://www.nsf.gov/funding/pgm_summ.jsp?pims_id=504924](https://www.nsf.gov/funding/pgm_summ.jsp?pims_id=504924).


*One institutional application is allowed. If you are interested in applying, please contact wosp@wm.edu – an internal competition may be required.*


**SCIENCE & RESEARCH/FEDERAL:**

Mentored Career Development Award to Promote Faculty Diversity in Biomedical Research (K01 Independent Clinical Trial Not Allowed), NIH, deadlines: 10/14/21, 2/11/22, 10/13/22, 2/14/23, 10/13/23, 2/13/24; https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/rfa-files/RFA-HL-22-011.html.


Nuclear Engineering Science Laboratory Synthesis (NESLS), Oak Ridge National Laboratory, deadlines: Spring, January 6; Summer, February 28; Fall, September 15; https://orise.orau.gov/ornl/nesls/default.html.


Transportation Research Board – Innovations Deserving Exploratory Analysis (IDEA) Programs, National Academies, deadlines: NCHRP Highway IDEA program, March 1, September 1; Transit IDEA program, May 1; Rail Safety IDEA proposal, September 15; http://www.trb.org/IDEAProgram/IDEAProgram.aspx.


Bridges to the Baccalaureate Research Training Program (T34), NIH, deadline: 9/27/21; https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-19-299.html:
*An institution may be lead in only one application. If you are interested in applying, please contact wosp@wm.edu – an internal competition may be required.


Division of Chemistry: Disciplinary Research Programs (CHE-DRP), NSF, submission windows: 9/1/21-9/30/21 - All proposals to: Chemical Catalysis (CAT); Chemical Structure, Dynamics and Mechanisms-A (CSDM-A); Chemical Structure, Dynamics and Mechanisms-B (CSDM-B); Chemical Theory, Models and Computational Methods (CTMC); and Chemical Synthesis (SYN); 10/1/21-11/1/21 - All proposals to: Chemical Measurement and Imaging (CMI); Chemistry of Life Processes (CLP); Environmental Chemical Sciences (ECS); and Macromolecular, Supramolecular and Nanochemistry (MSN); https://www.nsf.gov/funding/pgm_summ.jsp?pims_id=505537.


FOUNDATION:

Postdoctoral Biomedical Research Fellowship, Helen Hay Whitney Foundation, deadline: 6/15/21; http://hhwf.org/research-fellowship/:
*The Foundation will review no more than one application from a laboratory during each annual cycle. If
you are interested in applying, please contact wosp@wm.edu – an internal competition may be required.


*Priority Areas:*
- applying psychology to at-risk, vulnerable populations (e.g. serious mental illness, returning military, those who are incarcerated or economically disadvantaged)
- preventing violence
- understanding the connection between behavior and health (e.g. wellness, diabetes, obesity)
- understanding and eliminating stigma and prejudice (e.g. race, gender, sexual orientation, religion, age, disability, and socioeconomic status)


**Senior Fellowships**, Dedalus Foundation, deadline: 9/16/21; [https://www.dedalusfoundation.org/programs/senior](https://www.dedalusfoundation.org/programs/senior).


**OTHER:**


**2022 Tyler Prize for Environment Achievement**, University of Southern California, nomination deadline: 9/22/21; [https://tylerprize.org.nominate/](https://tylerprize.org.nominate/).

**Stockholm Water Prize**, Stockholm International Water Institute, nomination deadline: 9/30/21; [https://www.siwi.org/prizes/stockholmwaterprize/](https://www.siwi.org/prizes/stockholmwaterprize/).


Research Proposals, United States-Israel Binational Agricultural Research and Development, deadline: 9/15/21; https://www.bard-isus.com/fundingTypes/Details/1:

The following research areas were identified by the Board of Directors as top priorities for the coming years:

- Increased Efficiency of Agricultural Production
- Protection of Plants and Animals Against Biotic and Abiotic Stress
- Food Quality, Safety and Security
- Water Quality & Quantity
- Functional Genomics and Proteomics
- Sensors and Robotics
- Sustainable Bio-Energy Systems